21st July 2016

**SALES DESK COMMENTARY**
Rising dollar, abatement of Brexit fears, and US economy to place downward
pressure on gold. Sell gold equities in short-term.

US dollar resumes upward trajectory as Brexit fears abate


The Bloomberg US Dollar Index (DXY) has rallied 3.9% to 97.1 since late June. This has been
driven by the continued robustness of the US economy; political polls favouring Hillary Clinton
likely to be elected President rather than wild-card Trump; the likelihood of the Fed to
continue on its modest and staggered tightening; and the abatement of Brexit fears.



The last point is the most salient. The exaggerated negative economic scenarios that the
markets and media feared in the days immediately post Brexit have now largely dissipated.
Even the FTSE is now up 12% from its post Brexit low.

Gold price has rallied too, gold equities even more so


Gold has nicely rallied this year to date - up 26% - chiefly on the realisation that the Fed’s
tightening of cycle rates would be less aggressive than thought. This corresponded with a
weakening in the US Dollar index. Since Brexit, the gold price has ticked up 5.5%. Much of
this was driven by the flight to safety in lieu of the uncertainty that the referendum result
engendered. Australian gold equities as measured by the ASX All Ordinaries Gold Index rose
even higher by 16.2%, the market clearly believing that the gold price has further to run.

US$ Gold Price vs US Dollar Index

Source: Bloomberg.

Tipping point reach – sell gold equities


The chart above shows the plot of the US Dollar Index (DXY) vs the US$ gold price over the
past two years. The striking point of the chart is the inverse correlation between the dollar
and gold which has held fairly firm, at least until the end of June.



Post Brexit the gold price and dollar have both enjoyed rallies, but we believe this cannot
continue. We believe it is gold that will need to retrace its gains. The markets realise now
that Brexit, while a shock and representing a degree of some uncertainty for Britain’s
economic future, won’t completely derail its economy nor totally disrupt the EU. The Fed will
continue its softly-softly “goldilocks” tightening policy – not too much and not too frequently.
The bull market will continue on the path laden with globally low rates, providing corporates
with easy money. Fears such as Brexit and Italian bank debt provide just a little bit of
nervousness required to stop the Fed tightening with abandon. Investors need to watch the
DXY as any catalyst for a sell-off in gold.

Recommendation: Sell gold equities in short-term



We believe that in this environment the gold price will now struggle, and contract probably
back to US$1,200/oz. This is negative for gold equities, which are mostly already trading
above their NPVs, factoring in gold price well north of spot. We recommend investors sell
gold stocks in the short-term.
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